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During the period of China’s 13th five-year plan, the investment in power grid continues to
increase. By 2020, a strong smart grid will have be built up and the goal of building a worldclass power grid will have been achieved. Monitoring the state of transmission channels could
guarantee power grid’s stability and reliability. In order to better manage power grid, it is
necessary to improve the ability of processing andanalysing data. In this paper, we proposed a
big data platform to monitor the state of transmission channels. The mapping operation between
lighting position and the pole's position needs great computation as ligntning is a typical
monitored variable. In the real data experiment, MapReduce has a significant improvement in
speed compared with the traditional method.
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In the power industry, the big data has been promoted to a strategic height. In 2013, the
China Electric Engineers Electric Power Information Professional Committee issued the "China
Power Big Data Development White Paper", which pointed out the inevitability that the big data
should be developed in the power industry. In 2015, “the big data application guidance in State
Grid Corporation" was issued. It proposed the top-level planning for the big data application,
including three major areas of 35 typical application scenarios. In recent years, a number of
successful big data pilot cases have emerged in the power industry. In one paper[1], the big data
technology was used to excavate the huge data of the power grid with efficiency and rapidity,
and realized the power grid online safety evaluation. Combined with the cloud computing, work
[2] proposed a big data platform on power consumer side, which integrated data from the smart
ammeter, SCADA system and a variety of sensors, and utilized both MapReduce and memory
computing Spark. Work [3] designed and developed a big data storage system based on the
Hadoop, including Hadoop cluster, storing client and querying client. To meet the demand of
real-time analysis of the power system, work [4] discussed the solution on the core problems
such as power system security, real-time state monitoring and dynamic energy balance
scheduling under the circumstance of big data.
Although the big data has been widely used in power industry, such as smart power grid,
security, data storage, and power grid operation, there are few researches aimming to explore
the transmission channels monitoring. China has vast territory, across which the meteorology
and terrain conditions of transmission lines change greatly, so many components’ data of
transmission lines need to be monitored, including the wires, poles, fittings and insulators.
The difficulties to effectively monitor and manage the transmission channels come from
many aspects. For example, in aspect of hardware, due to the variety of devices on the
transmission channels, it lacks the standard and uniformed sensor and interface to
simultaneously monitor all of them [5]. In terms of software, there are a number of systems that
have been proposed to monitor specific factors affecting the safety of transmission lines, such as
lightning monitoring [6], windborne monitoring [7], icing monitoring [8], contamination
monitoring [9], fire monitoring [10] and so on, but the systems are independent to each other
and shortof effective information sharing and sustainable development.
These difficulties will remain unchanged for a long time, and improving the efficiency of
the power grid’s operation and maintenance will be a keeping-on goal. Huge investment in
upgrading the hardware in a short-time is unrealistic, but from the software side, it’s possible to
make overall plans and take all factors into consideration at the start, and to be flexible enough
to adjust scheme during the implementation stage. Therefore, it is an important breakthrough to
establish a comprehensive data analysis system for the power grid operating and maintenance
by taking advantage of the big data [11]. Based on the big data technology, this work proposes
a big data framework for integrating, managing and utilizing the transmission channels’
monitoring data, and offers a MapReduce method for key calculation of mapping typical
monitored quantity to the corresponding power equipment.
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Figure 1: Big Data Platform Framework for Monitoring the Transmission Channels
Hadoop actually becomes the standard for distributed computing systems. Especially it is
suitable for long-term data preservation and analysis. Therefore, Hadoop is used here to propose
a big data platform for transmission channels monitoring. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the
frameworkwhich consists of three layers: the terminal data collecting layer, the big data
processing center layer, and the transmission channels’ state evaluation layer.
The data collecting layer collects various basic information to ensure the final transmission
channels’ state evaluation is truly reliable. Meteorological factors are major external threatening
forces for the transmission channels. Through weather radar, thermometer, anemometer,
hygrometer, pressure meter and other devices, meteorological data are collected. Through the
GPS and satellite data, geographic data are provided with the information about geographical
environment where transmission channels locate. Depending on unmanned aerial vehicles and
other robots, the inspection data timely reflects the state of specific part of the transmission
channels. Through cameras and voltage sensors, leakage current sensors, vibration sensors and
other sensors, the lasting monitoring provides continuous information of important part of
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Hadoop, Spark, and Storm are the three major solutions which are widely used in the big
data technology. Hadoop consists of the distributed computing technique MapReduce,
distributed file system HDFS and data storage system HBase. Spark possesses some structure
improvements over the Hadoop. Comparing to Hadoop’s using hard disk to store data, Spark
stores data in RAM memory, which provides Spark with faster computing speed. But Spark
can’t process data that requires permanent storage. Storm can be viewed as a real-time
computing system. Thus Storm is suitable for processing stream data and can be used to deal
with a steady stream of incoming messages. From the scenarios that three technologies are
suitable for, Hadoop is often used for complex off-line processing. Spark is used for fast off-line
processing, while Storm is used for real-time online processing.
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3.MapReduce Solution for the Key Calculation
No matter what kind of evaluation method is used, the evaluation of the transmission
channels’ state must depend on certain critical monitoring variable such as the number of
lightning occurrence, wind strength and the number of defects and so on. When counting these
variables and analyzing how they distribute along the channel, it is necessary to map the
monitored variable to its nearest equipment. This kind of mapping operation needs huge
computation and is the fundamental for subsequent evaluation of these transmission channels.
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transmission channels. All terminals’ data are sent to the big data processing center through
wired or wireless network.
The big data processing center uses HDFS and HBASE to provide high-throughput data
visiting ability. There are two kinds of data need to be stored. One is the dynamic data from the
terminals. The other is the transmission channels’ components information, which is usually
stored in traditional databases like SQL Server or Oracle. Hadoop has the module to immigrate
such data. MapReduce in the big data center play a key role in providing a parallel computing
model. It can quickly and efficiently perform computation in a way of splitting, mapping and
merging. In order to write MapReduce procedures, big data center provides Java and R
programming language interfaces. Java is the standard programming language in Hadoop, and R
is the statistical language, which is good at mathematical statistics, machine learning. Therefore,
the center can conveniently conduct transaction processing, mathematical statistics and machine
learning programming. The R tightly connects with MapReduce, HDFS and HBASE through
rmr, rhdfs and rhbase components.
Based on association rules and principal component analysis [12],there are many methods
for the evaluation of transmission channels’ state, such as, the delphi method and hierarchical
model [13], simple parameter set [14] and so on. Accoding to the past experience, the single
evaluation method can hardly fully meet the demand because the condition is always changing.
So, instead of limited to a certain fixed evaluation method, the transmission channels state
evaluation library is designed in the state evaluation layer, and any new evaluation algorithm
could be added into library and freely modify or remove those existing onesaccording to the
needs of the taskto make the evaluation more scalable and comparable.
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Emit(key,value)

//emit，prepare for next MP process

Process 2:
class Mapper
method map(docid a,doc d)
(key,value) ← extract from d
Emit(key,value)
class Reducer

//preprocessing

method Reduce(term t,values[p1,p2,p3,....])
dn ← extract distance from [p1,p2,p3...]// extract the shortest distance
IF dn ~=NULL

poleId ← poleIdOf (dn) //extract pole id from the lightning and pole pair meeting
requirement
Emit(poleId,1)
process 3:

//calculate the number

class Mapper

// preprocessing

method map(docid a, doc d)
(key,value) ← extract from d
Emit(key,value)
class Reducer
method Reduce(term t,counts[c1,c2,c3,....])
sum ←sum[c1,c2,c3,....]
//count
Emit(t,sum)
//final result

Table 1: MapReduce Pseudo Code
Therefore, lightning, the most typical and important monitored variable for the
transmission channel, is taken as an example to illustrate this process. . A MapReduce method
is proposed to realize the quick mapping (shown in Table 1). The task is to use the locations of
lighting occurring and pole’s position to count the lightning number of each pole with the
shortest distance principle. After mapping, the distribution of lightning along the line during a
period could be revealed, which indicates high-risk poles of transmission channels and needs
further protection.
Based on the data of one year, the lightning data set can be cut into many small subsets by
MapReduce, each of which runs mapping operation in parallel to each computing node to count
statistics. After the statistics are completed, the results are merged and summarized. In
particular, the process is essentially one joining operation for two sets.

4. Experiment
5
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Process 1：
class Mapper
method Initialize
thunderLength←numberOfThunders// initialize the lightning’s number
poleLength ← numberOfPoles // initialize the pole’s number
CountT ← 0
CountP ← 0
method map(docid a,doc d)
IF file match “thunder” // when data comes from the lightning
CountT ← CountT+1
for I in 1:poleLength
(key,value) ← {{CountT,i},{long,lat}} //generate the key-value pair
Emit(key,value) // emit to Reduce
ELSE IF file match “pole” //when data comes from the pole
CountP ← CountP+1
for I in 1:thunderLength
(key,value) ← {{i,CountP},{long,lat}}
Emit(key,value)
class Reducer
method Reduce(term t,values[v1,v2])
distance ← computeDistanceOf [v1,v2] // compute the distance between lightning and pole
key ← extract thunderId From t //compute key
poleId ← extract poleId From t //extract the pole’s index
value ← {poleId,distance}
//generate value
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Figure 2: Key Mapping Calculation Results by MapReduce

5. Conclusion
The power industry is an important application direction of the big data technology. With
the gradual maturation of power grid construction and the requirement of intelligent and
efficient managing, the demand for power grid maintenance is increasing. This paper
demonstrates a framework of the big data platform for transmission channels monitoring. At the
same time, it discusses the key calculation and realizes its implementation with MapReduce.
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